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C
omputers have revolutionized business practices in the last 25 years, increasing
productivity and, with the Internet, providing unprecedented ways to obtain data. 

With landmark developments in the assistive technology industry, blind and
low-vision individuals are gaining literacy skills and changing the way they contribute
to the workplace.

Their tools? One of the most influential is computer software that speaks. 
Two Indiana small businesses, GW Micro and gh, LLC, are assistive technology leaders. Both

are enhancing lives and influencing the future of Indiana’s workforce.

From visual to audio
Dan Weirich, vice president of marketing and engineering, and partner Doug Geoffray established

GW Micro in 1990. Located in Fort Wayne, GW Micro teams with sighted and visually impaired
employees to serve its customers. Stevie Wonder is one of those customers, as was the late Ray Charles.

“People should not despair,” Weirich emphasizes. “There are tons of
productive, active people that are blind that are doing all kinds of activities.
There are tons of resources out there.”

GW Micro’s signature product is the Window-Eyes screen reader. Available
in multiple languages, the software program converts words from Microsoft
Windows applications into speech. Users can personalize settings.

“A lot of schools for the blind and other organizations that support
people who are blind really encourage computer skills and products such
as ours,” Weirich says, “because if you have those skills, then your chances of
employment are that much greater. Plus there are all of the communications
benefits by being able to participate in things by being online.”

“Employment is a huge issue with people with disabilities,” he continues.
“Seventy percent of people who are blind are unemployed or underemployed.”

GW Micro holds two-day training courses on Window-Eyes software.
Trainers travel nationwide and in Canada to provide instruction. Classes
contain between three and 10 people, with basic program skills taught the
first day and intermediate techniques the second. Attendees can participate
in one or both sessions. 

Purdue success story
Like GW Micro, gh and chief executive officer David Schleppenbach employ technology

to help the visually disabled perform competitively in the workplace.
In 1995, Schleppenbach established the VISIONS (Visually Impaired Students Initiative

on Science) Lab at Purdue University. The VISIONS Lab provides science instruction to
the visually disabled.

In 2000, he founded gh with partner Joe Said. Honored as the 2004 Outstanding
Incubator Graduate in the technology category by the National Business Incubation
Association, gh maintains its offices in the prestigious Purdue Technology Center.

The Indiana 21st Research and Technology Fund presented gh with a $1 million
grant earlier this year. Thousands of people benefit from the company’s work. Key
customers include the Internal Revenue Service and Microsoft.

The composition of gh’s staff illustrates its commitment to reducing the brain drain:
85% of its employees are Purdue graduates or current students.

Schleppenbach refers to the gh PLAYER as the company’s flagship product. The software
reads digital talking books to users and enables them to individualize features. Examples
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include screen navigation, page magnification (as high as 1,000%) and bookmark creation. 
“This (gh PLAYER) is pretty much developed from scratch,” Schleppenbach explains.

“We were the first company in the world to come out with a digital talking book player
that meets the new federal guidelines.”

An accessible testing system applies audio technology to standardized tests, such as
the SAT, and continuing education courses.

In addition, gh offers large print electronic Braille and traditional media, including tactile
graphics. Tactile graphics communicate information via the sense of touch rather than
sight. gh’s first prototype Braille printer yields 1,200 pages an hour.

Products are not only innovative, but also affordable.
“We actually have developed hardware that didn’t exist in order to make print on demand

cost effective,” he declares.

Beyond Braille
Schleppenbach reports that 28 million people in the U.S. have visual impairments, and

only 10% of the blind population reads Braille.
“What we realized is that as we were kind of revolutionizing the industry on the traditional

media side,” Schleppenbach recalls, “we were right on the cusp of a phenomenon that’s happening
outside of disabilities, nearly everywhere, where media is going from print to digital.”

“When we do digital talking books,” he continues, “students with learning disabilities, students
who don’t speak English, students with literacy problems, they all benefit.”

He maintains that demand for accessible media exceeds supply. 

Customer satisfaction
Carlos Taylor is an adaptive computer technology specialist at Ball State University. Blind

since the age of seven, he credits GW Micro with helping to shape his career path.
“I don’t know of a single person who can go through school without having one encounter

or another with computers,” he reflects. “I used Window-Eyes for accessing computers for my course
work and now that I am employed at the university, that is what I use to access information for
the computer.” 

Taylor helps Ball State students with disabilities succeed on campus and prepare for the
workforce. He handles computer accommodations for people with disabilities ranging from sight
to mobility impairments. 

“Without their (GW Micro) technology,” he emphasizes, “I would have to rely on somebody
to read the screen to me, organizing the time to meet with somebody. I couldn’t imagine.”

According to Erik Deckers, GW Micro director of sales and marketing, “They (GW Micro
customers) are basically the whole reason we decide which features to put into a new upgrade.
We don’t really drive it ourselves. It’s the customers who tell us what they want to see.”

gh is also dedicated to its customers. Along with manufacturing software that users can tailor to
correspond with their preferences, it publishes Braille books for individual customers. A recent
project, for example, involved production of a linear algebra Braille textbook for a single college
student in California. 

Assistive technology evolves
Using audio technology to enhance the blind’s literacy adeptness is not a new concept.
Judy Dickson, consumer relations officer for the Library of Congress, notes, “When (Thomas)

Edison invented the phonograph, he listed 10 things he thought it might be useful for. Number
four was to provide books for the blind. And number 10 was to reproduce music.”

The Library of Congress introduced talking books in 1934, three years after creating a
library program for people with visual and physical disabilities. Dickson says that it is currently
converting to a digital medium. 

She commends both gh and GW Micro for their work in the assistive technology field. 
Visually impaired all of her life, she is a Window-Eyes user.

“In the case of GW Micro,” she states, “there’s only two in the U.S. for all practical purposes
(doing the kind of work GW Micro is doing), and the other one is quite bigger than them. They’re
doing incredibly well as a small company.”

Utilizing in-house expertise, gh
designs and builds its own
Braille printers to help meet
customer needs.
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She also applauds gh for its progress in the industry.
“David Schleppenbach does amazing work with tactile

graphics,” she praises. “He is, I think it’s pretty safe to say,
doing more with tactile graphics than anybody.”

Industry competition
Deckers contends that employers often overlook individuals

with sight disabilities.
“There are 1.5 million blind and low-vision computer users,”

he elaborates. “Employers don’t realize that they have a great
employment pool open to them. It is kind of a forgotten population.
But we are making sure they are not forgotten by opening up
the world to them with software.”

How competitive is the assistive technology industry?
“Extremely,” asserts Dickson. “There’s not that many people

doing it, and it’s a relatively small number of potential customers.”
“What you’re seeing over the past four or five years,”

Schleppenbach points out, “is a fundamental shift from the
non-profit mentality to a bunch of
high-tech companies starting to do
this work. I think we were one of the
pioneers of that model. For-profit is
not a dirty word. It is actually the
best way to do things in this field.” 

Changing lives 
Schleppenbach’s wife, born blind,

played an instrumental role in the
formation of gh. 

“I kind of got sidetracked by doing
this as a hobby and it turned into a
career,” he comments. “And I think it
was really frustration at the problem
she had gaining access to information
that made me want to do this.”

He intends to continue contributing
to assistive technology by expanding
his customer base. In the next few
months, for instance, he plans to unveil
a new company that specializes in
products for people with hearing
disabilities.

“I think most people would
probably do this even if they didn’t pay
us,” Schleppenbach contends. “It’s a lot
of hard work. But at the same time, it’s
very fun. The people that we do this for
are so thankful to get anything, to get
any kind of help. It changes their lives.”

Weirich declares, “People should be
able to pursue their chosen profession
the best they can.”

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resource: Dan Weirich and Erik
Deckers, GW Micro, at (260) 
489-3671 or www.gwmicro.com

Dave Schleppenbach and Dan
Cravens, gh, at (765) 775-3776 
or www.ghbraille.com

Judy Dickson, Library of Congress,
at www.loc.gov/nls

Carlos Taylor, Ball State
University, at (765) 285-2000




